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Abstract Multimodel ensembles are widely analyzed to estimate the range of future regional climate change projections. For an ensemble of climate models, the result is often portrayed by showing maps of the geographical distribution of the multimodel mean results and associated uncertainties represented by model spread at the grid point scale. Here we use a set of CMIP5 models to show that presenting statistics this way results in an overestimation of the projected range leading to physically implausible patterns of change on global but also on regional scales. We point out that similar inconsistencies occur in impact analyses relying on multimodel information extracted using statistics at the regional scale, for example, when a subset of CMIP models is selected to represent regional model spread. Consequently, the risk of unwanted impacts may be overestimated at larger scales as climate change impacts will never be realized as the worst (or best) case everywhere.

1. Introduction

Climate scenarios are widely used to explore likely impacts of climate change. For use in risk-based impact analyses, there is an increasing demand for probabilistic climate change information based on multimodel approaches. However, information from multimodel ensembles may be extracted in several ways with different implications for the uncertainty of the resulting climate change projections. Pattern scaling, that is, simple scaling of multimodel mean changes of temperature and precipitation patterns with global mean temperature change, has long been used to generalize climate change information beyond the information available from single climate models (Santer et al., 1990; Tebaldi & Arblaster, 2014).

The sets of simulations available from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 and Phase 5 (CMIP3 (Meehl et al., 2007) and CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2011)) have been shown to extract common patterns of regional change of temperature and precipitation, while model spread has been used to gauge the regional agreement between models and thereby assess the significance of the change (Collins et al., 2013; IPCC, 2013a) as well as to inform about the associated uncertainty (Tebaldi et al., 2011). The apparent robustness of climate change patterns together with the observation that a multimodel average often outperforms any individual model when compared to observations (Gleckler et al., 2008) suggests that the multimodel mean of a particular climate variable is indicative of a best estimate of the future pattern of change (Knutti et al., 2010; Knutti & Sedlacek, 2013).

In the multimodel setting, temperature change patterns conform better with a simple scaling than precipitation patterns (Tebaldi & Arblaster, 2014). This result may be explained by a stronger influence from local or larger-scale dynamical processes on the forced signal of precipitation change compared to temperature, which is largely dominated by radiative forcing and large-scale interactions (Hawkins & Sutton, 2011; Tebaldi et al., 2011). Despite this, it has been documented that in an ensemble context, even precipitation patterns scale with global mean temperature (Christensen et al., 2015; Neelin et al., 2006).

It is well established that multimodel ensembles exhibit a wide spread in the patterns of change for a particular scenario (Christensen et al., 2013; IPCC, 2013a). This spread is often portrayed by collecting all available model information and evaluating appropriate statistics for a given climate variable (e.g., mean annual temperature) grid point by grid point using for example certain percentiles (e.g., 25th and 75th) to express likely lower or upper bounds around a median or mean value, that is, ignoring any physical interdependence between grid points. This approach was adopted in the Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2013a) from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), where regional information on projected changes was...
provided in an Atlas (IPCC, 2013b), globally as well as for a number of larger regions around the world. It is specifically mentioned in the Atlas that the maps provided do not represent a robust estimate of the uncertainty associated with the projections but rather that “the range of model spread is provided as a simple, albeit imperfect, guide to the range of possible futures (including the effect of natural variability).” Here we identify some additional and potentially highly problematic inconsistencies within this approach and point out that similar inconsistencies may occur in regional applications where subsampling of CMIP models is performed; such approaches are frequently adopted within impacts and adaptation research (e.g., Lutz et al., 2016; McSweeney et al., 2012; Ruane & McDermid, 2017; Wilcke & Bärring, 2016).

2. Data and Methods

The analysis is based on the set of 39 models used in the IPCC Atlas for the RCP8.5 scenario (Table Al.1 in IPCC, 2013b), although for one model we use a different ensemble member (see supporting information Table S1). The temperature and precipitation fields are remapped to a common T42 Gaussian grid with an approximate horizontal resolution of 2.8°. Bilinear interpolation is applied for temperature, whereas precipitation is remapped conservatively (Jones, 1999). Twenty year average changes of annual mean surface air temperature and relative changes of annual mean precipitation are calculated for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005. In the analysis, these are ranked both model wise (one pattern for each of the 39 models) and grid point wise, that is, by ranking values of change at each grid point individually and aggregating these into 39 patterns all with contributions from multiple models. Global and regional means of simulated change in temperature and precipitation are then calculated and cumulative distributions are used to compare the number of models/patterns (vertical axis) that reach a certain level of change (horizontal axis) using each of the two ways of ranking.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the spread in projected annual mean temperature change (2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005) using output from the 39 CMIP5 models included in the IPCC Atlas for the RCP8.5 scenario. In Figure 1a, an approach identical to that adopted in the IPCC Atlas is used; that is, information from all 39 models is ranked grid point by grid point. The resulting spread between absolute minimum values and maximum values of change is evident, particularly for all land regions and the two polar regions. In Figure 1b, the models are ranked according to their projected change in global mean temperature (a measure of model climate sensitivity), such that each panel shows temperature changes for one single model. Comparing column by column, differences are particularly evident for the minimum and maximum rankings and also clearly visible at the 25th and 75th percentiles. Similar statistics for projected changes in annual mean precipitation (2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005) are shown in Figure 2. For grid point statistics, the total spread is large in all grid points, giving a range consistent with no change and an apparent large uncertainty almost everywhere. On the other hand, each individual model shows a distinct pattern of change far from the extremes indicated in Figure 2a. The detailed dynamical shifts in atmospheric circulation responsible for the precipitation changes in individual models differ, and displacement of major convergence and divergence zones with just a few hundred kilometers results in large numerical differences. Strongly varying model deficiencies in reproducing observed atmospheric circulation and dominant modes of variability holds part of the signal in the projected precipitation patterns in essence creating the lack of grid point consistency across models highlighted in Figure 2a.

The discrepancy between the two approaches (model versus grid point statistics) at larger scales is illustrated in Figure 3a that compares multimodel cumulative temperature and precipitation statistics. At the global scale, the temperature response is between 2.5 and 5.0 K using model statistics and between 1.9 and 5.8 K using grid point statistics. This illustrates how the overall spread is exacerbated at the global scale (here by 1.4 K) when information is extracted at the grid point level. For precipitation, neither the driest (+2%; i.e., still an overall wetting) nor the wettest (+23%) global mean model response resembles the driest (−23%; a global reduction in precipitation) or wettest (+79%) response obtained from aggregating grid point statistics. Therefore, if the largest changes in precipitation were selected everywhere (whether the driest or wettest response), this would be inconsistent with our physical understanding of the climate system at the global scale (although the exact range of the possible global precipitation response is not easy to quantify as it is
constrained by the energy budget as well as the atmospheric moisture content (Allen & Ingram, 2002)) and it would be far from that projected by any single model. This further illustrates the dissimilarity in the two approaches. Globally as well as hemispherically, the use of grid point statistics inflates the uncertainty in precipitation so much that the full uncertainty range (minimum to maximum change) based on the individual models is close to the 25%–75% percentile range based on grid point statistics. As Figure 2 suggests, this effect is also present at the continental (Figure 3b) and even at subcontinental scales. For precipitation in particular, the latter is confirmed by Figure S1 that summarizes the same statistics at the somewhat smaller regions used and presented in the IPCC Atlas (IPCC, 2013b); the discrepancy is, however, larger when aggregated over larger regions. Figures 1 and 2 further illustrate that the physical consistency between temperature and precipitation that exists within each individual model is basically lost in an analysis based on grid point statistics. This issue needs to be addressed as well if physically consistent climate projections of multiple variables are to be extracted from multimodel ensembles (Piani & Haerter, 2012).

Statistics at the grid point level is most often used for illustrative purposes (e.g., in the IPCC Atlas). However, an approach commonly used in impact research uses a similar way of regional ranking to select a subset of climate models to represent the spread in regional climate change projected by the full ensemble (Lutz et al., 2016; McSweeney et al., 2012; Ruane & McDermid, 2017; Wilcke & Bärring, 2016). Figures 4 and 5 compare regional ranking with ranking at the global/grid point scale for Europe, Northern/Central Europe, and the Mediterranean region. The differences between the three approaches are larger for precipitation than for temperature. For Europe as a whole (Figure 4), the regional ranking (d) is a balance between less precipitation in the southern part of the domain and more precipitation to the north; that is, the model with the lowest regional ranking has a large decrease in precipitation in Southern and Central Europe combined with only a small increase in Northern Europe. When the min/max changes are selected in each grid point without further constraints (Figure 4e), there are much larger differences between the two extremes than in the regional approach. For global ranking (Figure 4f), there is no systematic increase in regional precipitation change when going from one extreme to the other (4f, left to right). Figure 5 illustrates that there is a larger similarity in regional and grid point statistics for the smaller regions. This indicates that ranking at the regional scale may lead to similar inconsistencies as ranking at the grid point scale; for each region, the models with the
most extreme local climate change could be selected and aggregated regionally or globally this would result in a larger uncertainty range than projected by the individual models. Similar issues relate to probabilistic regional climate projections (Frieler et al., 2011; Hawkins & Sutton, 2009, 2011; Schleussner, Rogelj, et al., 2016; Schleussner, Lissner, et al., 2016); if the multimodel based climate change signal is chosen in each grid point (or subregion), the associated global mean change would exceed the range projected by the collection of individual models. This also implies that estimating the probability for a change locally in any particular region using the multimodel ensemble statistics prevents a consistent probabilistic statement about the change in any other region, as this would potentially be in conflict with the global mean giving an overall constraint in any given model realization.

Figures 4 and 5 also clearly show that the resulting range of regional changes is smaller, when global ranking is applied, especially for precipitation where there is no systematic increase. Regional climate processes may generate a range of regional climate change signals which are important locally but without having a large impact on the global ranking. In this case, we do not capture the regional range of climate change signals...
which is constrained by the global ranking. This implies that impact studies relying on global selection criteria, for example, (Warszawski et al., 2014) are consistent at the global scale (McSweeney & Jones, 2016) but at the expense of underestimating the regional model spread as projected by the full ensemble. These issues also need to be addressed when global climate models are selected for dynamical downscaling over multiple regions (McSweeney et al., 2015). Applying a multimodel dynamical downscaling approach as adopted by CORDEX (Giorgi & Gutowski, 2015) and in previous coordinated experiments, for example, PRUDENCE (Christensen et al., 2007) and ENSEMBLES (Christensen et al., 2010) using grid point-based statistics further exacerbates the apparent model spread (Deque et al., 2007; Jacob et al., 2014). While climate change impacts are realized locally, the aggregated impacts on larger scales will never be realized

Figure 4. Grid point and model statistics for Europe. Spread in temperature and relative precipitation changes (2081–2100 with respect to 1986–2005) for the RCP8.5 scenario and an ensemble of 39 CMIP5 models using three different approaches. (a and d) The models are ranked according to their regional mean change in precipitation, (b and e) the values are ranked grid point by grid point, and (c and f) the models are ranked according to their global mean precipitation change. The inserted number identifies the model shown (see supporting information Table S1).
as the worst or best case everywhere. The causal interlinkages between regional change as realized through recognizable patterns of change (e.g., as found by individual models) are important teleconnections that limit the validity of any implicit assumption about local independence of change; that is, the laws of physics constrain the statistics.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that grid point statistics grossly degrades available patterns of information present in multimodel climate projections and consequently inflates uncertainty estimates based on a multimodel ensemble. We further point out that similar inconsistencies arise when subsets of climate models are selected based on regional criteria or when regional probabilistic projections are applied using global models. If global selection...
criteria are used instead, the plausible range of projections may be underestimated at the regional scale. Using statistics based on values ranked at the grid point or very local level therefore poses a major problem at the global, continental, and regional scales as it severely inflates the uncertainty as represented by model spread. An important consequence of this finding is that impact analyses relying on multimodel information based on grid point ranked statistics will indicate a likelihood of highly unwanted future impacts, a risk primarily resulting from the inflated uncertainty and unlikely to be physically realizable. Such analyses may lead to costly overadaptation and hence maladaptation. These caveats should be carefully considered when multimodel projections are used in impact studies, and any selection of subensembles should be based on appropriate, well-argued, and transparent choices.
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